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This cookbook is a New Mexico classic. It features an assortment of recipes from the kitchens

of New Mexico homes and restaurants, many of which have been featured in the pages of New

Mexico Magazine. Inside you will learn how to prepare chile and how to build an horno as well

as find recipes for traditional favorites including tortillas, guacamole, posole, biscochitos,

sopaipillas, and sangria. Additionally, you will find dishes like fettine di manzo alla pizzaiola and

moussaka alongside recipes for obscure regional specialties like Santa Clara Bread Pudding,

High Country Pea Soup, Las Cruces Pecan Pralines, and Silver City Nuggets.Savor and share

the joys of New Mexican cooking as you prepare more than one hundred dishes from across

the state in this remarkable collection of outstanding recipes.
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CookiesCandiesMiscellaneousIndexINTRODUCTIONThere are those who call it Mexican

cooking. But it’s not the same as the cooking south of the border. Or east or west of the border,

either.New Mexican cooking is unique to New Mexico. The stacked enchiladas topped with an

egg and smothered in thick red sauce, the tender sopaipillas, the posole stew, rich and meaty,

the green chile and blue corn tortillas—these are typically New Mexican dishes.Most “Mexican”

cooking is essentially Indian, as adapted by the Spanish. In New Mexico, the cooking therefore

was originally based on Pueblo Indian dishes and on the foods grown by these people—and

not on the foods prepared by the Indians of Mexico.But it was more than that, of course. As

time went on, there were influences from Mexico, from France, from Britain, from the Eastern

Seaboard colonies. The cowboy and the trader contributed to the cuisine as did the railroader,

the artist and the scientist. And today, New Mexico kitchens, in typical Southwestern fashion,

turn out a rich variety of dishes—from chuckwagon specialties to haute cuisine.But always

there is that special dash, that New Mexican fillip that turns a commonplace dish into the

sensational. Green chile in green pea soup. Fresh corn in a quiche. Red chile powder in a

Yorkshire pudding. Cheese in a bread pudding.A number of the recipes in this book have

appeared in past issues of New Mexico Magazine, but many others have never before been in

print. Some come from the kitchens of New Mexico restaurants. Most, however, come from

home kitchens, where good cooks daily turn out those tasty, economical and healthful dishes

that make the taste buds tingle and leave the appetite unsatisfied with lesser offerings.CHILE

— NEW MEXICO’S FIERY SOULby John CrenshawTo my knowledge, no one has ever died

from an overdose of 8-Methyl-N-vanillyl-6-nonenamide, although countless thousands have

known the symptoms of gastronomic flashbacks.The substance may be addictive; although

there are no severe withdrawal symptoms, its prolonged absence leaves regular users with a

vague, empty feeling located nearer the soul than other, more definable areas of the physical

body. The substance, become more symbolic than curative, stirs memories and longing: old

friends and red wine, close families at dinner, fields of deep green wetted by the Rio Grande’s

muddy waters.Simply put, it’s homesickness, a yearning focused on a particular chemical that

for many is a way of life. The sufferer is likely a displaced New Mexican, victim of the Capsaicin

Withdrawal Blues.No one of them would tell you he’s aching for a taste of home and 8-Methyl-



N-vanillyl-6-nonenamide — or even for a dash of capsaicin, the name given that unwieldy

chemical designation. They would tell you, instead, that they have found not one, not one

decent restaurant anywhere in town (this could be in a city of millions), that they can’t find an

enchilada anywhere, that if they ask for chile they get a red, soupy concoction of meat and

something, that the best taco stand around offers Tabasco for a sauce. And it’s chile they want

— green chile, or red chile, but chile. The pod, not the soup. Chile with flavor, not just heat.

New Mexico chile.Capsaicin, or an isomer thereof, is that oily, orangish acid layered along the

seeds and veins of the chile pod, one of New Mexico’s officially adopted state symbols.

Capsaicin, then, makes chile chile, gives it the piquancy ranging from innocuous to incendiary,

brings tears to the eater’s eyes, blisters to his lips, fire to his belly — and joy to his heart.Chile:

Spicy, flavorful, unique — indeed a symbol specific to the heart of the Southwest and a fitting

catalyst for that ancient disease of the displaced.Chile: Ancient, honored, symbolic. A spice —

and a fruit unto itself. A demigod and a symbol, the center of controversy — of national

combat.Chile: More acres of it grow in New Mexico than all the other states put together.Chile:

Although New Mexicans consume more per capita than do any others of the United States and

have adopted it as an official symbol, we are not the first to honor it. The Aztecs accorded chile

the status of a minor god — a war god — and tempered adoration with fear of the flamboyant

fire contained in our present crops’ ancestors. Known to the Aztecs as Chili and Axi (chile is the

Spanish — and favored — spelling in New Mexico), the chile and its ire were cooled by

culinary marriage to tomatl, the tomato. It was a marriage of cousins, but one that worked to

the advantage of each of these noble families. (Chile is also cousin to the potato, another New

World gift, and to the eggplant. Green chile chopped into and fried with diced potatoes is a

hearty breakfast side dish and another fine marriage of cousins. And green chile wed to the

tomato and comforting the eggplant gives the eggplant parmesan a whole New World

flavor.)Popularity is, of course, reason enough for increasing demand, and along with interest

shown by the New York Times, Esquire ran an interview with an anonymous (good thing for

him) person who claimed to be creator of the world’s greatest chile. With cheek, he promotes a

concoction that combines, with twelve pounds of cubed brisket, as much oregano, and as

much cumin, as chile powder — not to mention gobs, dashes and spoonfuls of cayenne, Dijon

mustard, lime and lemon juice, sugar (sugar?), woodruff (woodruff??), garlic, gumbo file,

chicken fat, beer, and Tabasco and Worcestershire sauce, for crying out loud. One wonders

what color the mess might be.Still, the word is spreading, and the International Connoisseurs

of Green and Red Chile’s membership list shows that it’s not just the Spaniards’ descendants

who tang their tongues with New Mexico’s best.The chile didn’t originate here (although its

more sublime developments took place along the New Mexican Rio Grande); anthropologists

digging in South America have dated plant remains to 700 B.C. Those pods must have been

incredibly hot, if age is a yardstick and later Aztec crops were believed to be gods of war. But it

is old even here; Spanish expeditions of the late 1500s reported New Mexico’s Puebloans

growing it and producing a (relatively) milder variant that could be eaten without addition of

tomatoes — or eggplant. Very likely, the natives obtained it as an item of trade.In modern

times, the fame and success of New Mexico’s costate vegetable (the other being the pinto

bean) may be due in large part to one man.Dr. Roy Minoru Nakayama — who admits the chile

is botanically a fruit, despite the New Mexico State Legislature’s making it a vegetable — may

well be the world’s foremost authority on chiles. His doctoral dissertation was done on chile

diseases.An associate professor at New Mexico State University’s agricultural research station,

Dr. Nakayama comes by his interest naturally. He was born to it.Son of a farmer in the village of

Doña Ana, near Las Cruces, he — as do the sons of farmers everywhere — worked in the



fields — including chile fields.He thinks chile is better — certainly more popular — than it was

when he picked it as a lad.“The big difference, actually, way back then — even just prior to

1955 — was that about the only variety available here was a real hot chile. Too doggone hot for

most,” he says. “Most of it was the native chile, with some New Mexico No. 9. That No. 9 was

larger-bodied, but it was too hot.“We couldn’t sell it outside the state.”A landmark year, 1955:

New Mexico No. 6 came into production, a production that slowly increased as New Mexico

farmers could sell their crop outside the state, catering to the milder tastes of

Midwesterners.Another landmark year, 1974: The Numex Big Jim goes into commercial

production, end result of a decade’s research and hybridization that saw Dr. Nakayama and

associates borrow pollen from a tiny, Peruvian variety, cross it with Anaheim, native Chimayo

and other New Mexican varieties, and plant, water, wait, weigh and taste. It takes anywhere

from about seven to ten or more years before you get results.The Numex Big Jim, named in

honor of Dr. Nakayama’s home state and Jim Lytle, a Las Cruces-area farmer who has worked

closely in these experiments, produces pods about a foot long and weighing maybe three to

the pound. It’s bred so that the pods mature concurrently, making machine picking — and thus

greater acreage — possible. Its size and weight surpassed other popular varieties. The heat of

Numex Big Jim (rated on a scale that has Anaheim and New Mexico No. 6 as 1, Tabasco at 8),

scales at 3.Dr. Nakayama is modestly proud of his accomplishment.“It has a different makeup

from any other chile,” he says.As an authority on chile, Dr. Nakayama shows the usual

embarrassment of a scientist confronted with an unscientific question.“I haven’t found any chile

that’s any better than what we have here. In fact, in some areas, frankly, I feel that some of the

chiles just don’t have the flavor of these grown in New Mexico.”He himself prefers milder chile,

but is often called upon to judge in chile cook-offs and other such catastrophes. An ulcer,

legacy of a German prisoner-of-war camp, must be placated with antacids before he renders

taste and judgment.“I used to like the real hot one, but it didn’t quite agree with me,” he

confides. “So now I eat the milder ones — hot enough to let me know I’m eating chile.”The

Nakayama ScaleHow hot is hot? According to scientists, one part in one hundred thousand of

the magic ingredient capsaicin can be detected by taste. Dr. Roy Nakayama, however, has a

taste test scale that is geared for the layman. Keeping in mind that drought can increase the

fire in any given crop, here is his scale, rising in heat from one to ten.10. Bahamian9. Santaca

(Japanese)8. Tabasco7. Jalapeño6. Española and Cayenne5. Sandia4. Hot Ancho3. Numex

Big Jim2. Rio Grande1. New Mexico No. 6 and AnaheimPREPARING FRESH GREEN

CHILEFirst you catch your green chiles — perhaps from the Mesilla or Española valleys or the

Chimayo area — and then follow this procedure (better wear rubber gloves):Slit pods

lengthwise and remove seeds and veins. Place pods on a cookie sheet under broiler. Or place

on your outdoor grill. Allow pods to blister well on each side. Turn frequently so they don’t burn

(Tongs would be handy for this.) Remove from fire and cover with damp towels for 10 to 15

minutes. Then peel skin from stem downward. Chiles are then ready to use or to freeze for the

future.FRESH RED CHILEFresh red chiles may be prepared the same way.RISTRA

SAUCETake chile pods from your Christmas ristra and wash well. You may toast these in a

warm oven first, for a “brown” flavor—but don’t let them burn. Remove seeds and veins. Pop

them into the electric blender and grind to a powder. (If you don’t mind the heat, leave the

seeds in. But don’t say we didn’t warn you.) Now you have chile powder to use in chile

sauce.GREEN CHILE SAUCE¼ cup salad or olive oil1 clove garlic (optional)½ cup minced

onion (optional)1 tablespoon flour1 cup water1 cup diced green chileSalt to tasteSaute garlic

and onion in heavy saucepan. Blend in flour with wooden spoon. Add water and green chile.

Bring to a boil and simmer, stirring frequently, for 5 minutes.RED CHILE SAUCE3 tablespoons



olive oil or lard1 clove garlic, minced2 tablespoons flour½ cup chile powder2 cups waterSalt to

tasteSaute garlic in oil. Blend in flour with a wooden spoon. Add chile powder and blend in.

(Don’t let pan get too hot — chile will burn easily.) Blend in water and cook to desired

consistency. Add salt to taste.TAME GREEN CHILE SAUCE1 cup mild diced green chile4 cups

cut up tomatoes and juice2 tablespoons olive oil1 clove garlic, minced1 tablespoon flourSalt to

tasteSaute garlic in olive oil in heavy saucepan. Blend in flour. Add chile (fresh, canned or

frozen) and tomatoes (fresh peeled or canned). Mix well and bring to boil. Simmer, stirring

occasionally, for 5 to 10 minutes. Add more water if necessary.If desired, ½ cup minced onion

may be added with garlic and sauteed.SALSA2 tomatoes, medium size1 Bermuda onion,

medium size1 clove garlic½ teaspoon salt2 or more green chilesUse fresh chiles (roasted,

peeled and seeded) or frozen or canned chiles. Chop the chiles, tomatoes and onion very fine.

(Don’t lose the juice of the tomatoes!) Mash the garlic with the salt. Mix well. Add more chiles

to suit your taste. Allow flavors to blend at least an hour before using. Store in refrigerator or

freezer. Use on tacos, eggs or hamburgers or as a dip for tostados. Makes about 1 pint.HOW

TO BUILD AN HORNO—An Outdoor Ovenplans by Robert MontoyaSo you want to build an

horno in your own backyard! Robert Montoya, an architect who is a San Juan-Sandia Pueblo

Indian, has designed working plans for the readers of New Mexico Magazine. Bob’s version,

made with standard adobes, 10 3 × 14 3 × 4 3, has a round oven base and an elongated “lip” to use

as a work surface. He has also included a short wall.“A left-handed cook might want this plan

reversed,” Bob suggests.Adobes are available in many parts of the country. But where they

cannot be obtained, the home builder may wish to adapt the plans to brick, lining the firebox

with firebrick.In areas where rain is likely to be a problem, the adobe oven should be covered

with a cement stucco, as indicated in Bob’s plans.A door, cut from metal or plywood, is handy

to lean against the oven opening to retain the heat. And a flat wooden paddle, not unlike a

narrow snow shovel, is used for sliding the pots and pans into, and out of, the oven.Once you

have built your horno, you have to learn how to heat and use this unusual and useful outdoor

oven. The first step is to collect firewood and build a fire inside the oven. Small branches are

better than big logs, and juniper is a favorite wood among New Mexicans.When the roaring fire

has died down to coals, the ashes must be swept out the front of the oven. This is done by

using a pole with a towel tied to the end of it. Dip the towel in a pail of water, and swab out the

oven floor. A broom helps remove the ashes, too. But be careful not to set the broom on fire!

Next comes the temperature-taking. Toss a crumpled sheet of newspaper into the oven. If the

newspaper burns right up, the oven is too hot. Swab it out with more cold water. When the

temperature is right for bread — medium hot — the sheet of newspaper will brown slowly, like a

piece of toast. When you use an outdoor oven regularly, you soon learn to judge its

temperature within a few degrees. (Some New Mexicans judge the temperature by tossing in a

handful of oatmeal.)
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Sue Sleeper, “Gift. I bought this for a friend on zoom - he wanted old NM cookbooks- I loved it

before I passed it on and he loved it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Gift. This was a gift for my daughter. She said that she enjoyed it”

Dan Knous, “Real New Mexico cooking!!!. This is the classic New Mexico cookbook. It's all in

here--green chile stew, tamales, beans. None of that new age seafood weirdness, just the real

New Mexico deal.”

M. Pringle, “The book came with a different cover, not the .... I am sorry I wrote this review

about the wrong book, I got this book mixed up with "More of the Best From New Mexico

Kitchens" .”

B.Gray, “Excellent cookbook for New Mexico cuisine. Excellent cookbook for New Mexico

cuisine. My mom has had the first one, and so I bought this edition with ring binder for my

family.”

k9sargirl, “Five Stars. A little taste of our favorite state. Well thought out. Good gift!”

Cynthia Buckner, “Five Stars. met all my expectations  very happy with order and service”

Dan Cordova, “Five Stars. Great Book!!”

sonja, “Five Stars. I am a fan of spicy food .”

The book by Ricki Linksman has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 100 people have provided feedback.
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